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nevertheless, to judge by his letters and marginal notes,
obsessed by a strong dislike of most British political leaders,
including "Uncle Bertie," which almost amounted to a kind
of Anglophobia. Psychoanalysts, perhaps, would say that
he suffered from an "anti-English complex" caused partly
by a reaction against early maternal influence, and partly
by an "inferiority complex"—by an acute realization of
Germany's inferiority in naval and colonial power, "Our
future upon the Seas/' "the trident in our hands," the
building of the German navy, and the eager desire for
colonies may have been a form of "compensation for the
repressed envy with which he regarded England's proud
position in the world." 64
Thus, from a variety of reasons, Holstein, Billow, and
the Kaiser failed to take advantage of the English offers.
They held off in the hope of getting better terms—and got
nothing. They let slip the golden moments which were
never to return. The English, failing finally to arrange an
alliance with Germany, turned elsewhere. In 1902 they
signed with J /ipan the well-known alliance which protected
their mutual interests in the Far East. In 1904 they signed
with France the treaties which were the first step in the
formation of the Triple Entente.
italy's dubious loyalty to her allies
Italy, like Germany, had* been occupied so long estab-
lishing her own national unity that she came late into the
race for colonial possessions. But if she were to play the
part of a Great Power in Europe, and find an outlet for her
rapidly increasing population, she felt that she too must
64 On the curious psychology of "the most brilliant failure in history",
as Edward VII called his nephew, see the by no means friendly or sym-
pathetic accounts of Emil Ludwig, Wilhelm der Zweite (Berlin, 1925);
especially pp. 174-196, 218-265, for the Kaiser's baneful influence on Anglo-
German relations; and [F. C. Endres], Die Tragodie Deutschlands
(Leipzig, 1922; 3rd ed, Stuttgart, 1924), pp. 121-146, with extensive
bibliography.

